Introduction
Solar irradiance can contain cloud induced fluctuations, especially in oceanic climates [1, 2] . As a result, from one hour to another, the electric power delivered by a photovoltaic array can change from being very smooth to undergoing large variations. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows the power time series of a 12.6 kW photovoltaic (PV) array for two consecutive days. Variability of the produced power is evident on multiple time scales. The first day starts off cloudy, but from 1PM the clouds are all gone and a smooth profile can be seen, whereas on the second day there is also a cloudy start of the day, as indicated by the low level of irradiance, but just after noon the sky becomes partly cloudy and there are fluctuations of up to 0.75 [pu/10 s] present in the solar irradiance signal. These different sky conditions have been described in [3] .
Active power fluctuations can pose problems to the operation of the power system, on both the local and regional scale. Locally, voltage rise and regulation are a matter that requires attention, but can be managed [4] . On a regional scale these power fluctuations can still be significant after aggregation, [5] [6] [7] [8] and may therefore require additional reserves to be allocated.
Additional reserves to balance photovoltaic fluctuations may not be required at all times, if periods of high fluctuation can be anticipated additional reserve can be allocated only when necessary. Based on an analysis of its irradiance, a given hour can be classified as partly cloudy, sunny or cloudy, [9] , and these classes have been shown in previous work to result in significantly different reserve requirements [10] . If the class can be forecasted in advance for multiple locations, then significant reductions in the reserve allocated could be achieved by scheduling less reserve for the hours when most locations experience sunny or cloudy classes, resulting in a more efficient operation of the power system. This paper evaluates several methods of forecasting the hourly fluctuation classification for a single location. This differs from energy forecasting [11] or cloudiness forecasting [12] . The hourly classes identified by forecasting do not match exactly those identified with detailed analysis. However, the reserves required for each type of forecasted class are significantly different. This means reductions are possible through dynamic reserve scheduling whereas still maintaining acceptable risk levels of frequency excursions and triggering of other reserves. The main contribution of this paper is a complete methodology to convert weather forecast information to classifications of future PV fluctuation states and allocate necessary reserves. To support the view that fluctuation forecasting based on classification of irradiance is worth further consideration, the paper begins with a demonstration of the potential gains of applying dynamic reserves on a regional level based on the same type of classification. The sections of the paper are as follows. Section 2 outlines the classification method and explains its relevance to dynamic reserves. Section 3 evaluates the methods and data which could be used for forecasting. In Section 4, forecasting results are discussed. In Section 5, the application to dynamic reserve allocation is evaluated.
Dynamic reserve and classification of irradiance fluctuation
The power system supplies a demand for power that is always varying throughout the day. Imbalances must be dealt with immediately and the system is continually subjected to random events, such as sudden disconnections of generators or loads, line outages, changes in the output of renewable generators and the normal fluctuations of electrical load because of human activities. Deviations from the forecasted load can always be expected. On a time frame of seconds, the kinetic energy of rotating machines connected to the system can deliver or absorb power imbalances. However generators must be capable of altering their power up or down as needed, to correct for the random types of events and processes just mentioned and changes in schedule. This capability is referred to as power system reserve and available margins of adjusting power upwards are distinguished from adjustments downwards, the former being most important for power system reliability in the face of failures. There are several categories of reserve, generally distinguished by the rate of response and whether the compensated imbalance is an event, a random variation, or a slow change [13] . Based on past experience of typical forecast errors, credible contingencies and net load variability, different quantities of each type of reserve are allocated. These quantities have augmented with an additional component in some systems because of the integration of generators based on renewable sources such as wind power [14] . The concept of adjusting this extra component over time based on the expected amount of renewable production is referred to as dynamic reserve allocation.
When examining solar irradiance data it becomes apparent that it can be divided into three different classes which correspond to different levels of cloud coverage [9, 10, 15] . The characteristics of these three classes as defined in [10] are given in Table 1 and Fig. 2 shows the power output of a typical hour for each class. This classification method has been defined for areas with fast changing weather conditions, like those with oceanic climates and is therefore performed on a hourly basis. The fluctuations shown in Fig. 2 can add to the need for regulating reserve (used to counter random variations on the time frame of seconds) as well as for ramping reserve (used to address forecast error imbalance). The next two sections describe the method of classification and its implications for reserve requirements.
Classification method
The classification is performed in two steps. The first step uses the 'clearness index', which detrends irradiance data by dividing it with the ideal values from a clear sky model [16] . The clearness index k(t) is defined as
where G(t) is the solar irradiance, I 0 is the solar constant (1367 W/m 2 ), E 0 (t) is the eccentricity correction factor and θ i is the angle of incidence the sun has with respect to the PV-panel. E 0 (t) and θ i can both be calculated from astronomical relationships and depend only on time and the geographical location.
When conditions are consistently clear or overcast, the clearness index over that time interval has a probability distribution of exponential form, where the decay constant or 'rate parameter' is negative (overcast) or positive (clear) [16] . The most clear and overcast hours can therefore be distinguished by computing the rate parameter and checking its sign. This constitutes the first step in the classification process.
In the second step of processing, further characteristics are extracted from those hours in the dataset that were most clearly identified. These characteristics are used to group those hours that were not easily identified as clear or overcast. Wavelet transformations are applied to compute the energy in selected frequency bands [17] and the exponential rate parameters of the clearness index probability distribution are computed for hours in the sunny and overcast categories, [10] . These two metrics become the defining characteristic of an hour. If an hour has similar characteristics to either the sunny or overcast category it is classified as such, otherwise it is classified as partly cloudy. Table 2 offers more insight into the classes. Data with a 10 s time resolution measured in 2009 from a roof-mounted PV array were processed using the classification method to obtain subsets. Within each subset, changes in the 10 min rolling average power between a sample and that 10 min later were calculated as a measure ΔP of the fluctuations. The characteristics of these distributions (mean power and the 95th, 99th percentile and the maximum change in power) and the probability of a given hour belonging to each subset are presented in the table. It can be seen that the most fluctuating content is present in the partly cloudy hours.
Implications for power system reserves
The relation of the irradiance classes to reserve requirements on a regional scale will be demonstrated by studying the aggregation of eight measurement sites distributed over the Netherlands, by using 10 min maximum, minimum and mean data from the Royal Dutch meterological institute (KNMI). The available information is from irradiance sensors, which in general will result in larger fluctuations than the actual output of a whole district of rooftop (or field) solar arrays [2] . However, for a 10 min sampling interval, the difference between the two is small [18, 19] . Equal capacity at the eight sites is assumed, representing an assumption of locally uniform PV distribution and the sites fit with in a 250 km diameter. Fig. 3a shows that the 95th percentile of aggregate fluctuations increases in direct proportion to the number of sites concurrently having a partly-cloudy classification. The magnitude of fluctuations associated with other classifications is greater or equal to those experienced under partly-cloudy classification until the concurrence of sites with partly cloudy conditions is more than one third. Fig. 3b demonstrates how the probability of concurrence involving one third of sites or more is only 25% (22% + 3%) of all daylight hours.
A conservative measure of upward reserve requirements R (n) for a given interval is the difference between average production and the lowest production level
where P mean is the 10 min rolling average of the aggregated solar output and P min the minimum power in the subsequent 10 min interval. Fig. 4 shows a sorted curve (dash-dot) of R (n) required for each daylight hour of the year. When subsets of the year are chosen, namely the three ranges of concurrence marked in Fig. 3b , it is clear that the distribution of required reserves changes significantly with the subset. Rather than holding sufficient reserves to cover the relatively rare maximum value of the distribution, a percentile R xx of the reserve distribution may be chosen to cover xx percent of cases. Further, because the largest reserve levels do not have an equal probability of occurence at all times, holding a fixed level of reserve over the year is inefficient, as presented in Fig. 4 and Table 3 . For example, a fixed reserve of 0.16 pu could be chosen based on the duration curve of all hours of the year (dash-dot curve) to cover 95% of all possible fluctuations (the R 95 value of the complete distribution). This corresponds to a certain risk of insufficient reserves, which we define simply by reading of the x-value associated (in the example the the risk of insufficient reserves is 5%). However, the actual risk of insufficient reserves would change over time, as shown by the three subsets. Seventy five percent of the time at the Table 3 Dependence of upward reserve requirements on different extents of partly cloudiness for the aggregated solar power of eight sites in the Netherlands Subset of daylight hours where partly cloudy in: regional level, the risk would be 0.05% or a hundred times less than intended. During the worst periods, a risk of 14% would be experienced instead of 5%. Unlike the approach just discussed for a single site, we propose to select three reserve levels dynamically based on the three ranges of concurrency defined in Fig. 3b , such that a more constant risk level of 5% can be maintained in each subset of hours. The resulting average level of reserves over a year would be less than half, as shown in Table 4 . Similarly, a 1% level of risk could be obtained using dynamic reserves with an average value of 0.11 pu, instead the fixed level reserve of 0.29 pu suggested by the dash-dot line in Fig. 4 that aggregates all hours into one reserve class.
We conclude from analysis of this dataset that, in practice reduction of additional reserve levels by over half might be possible with knowledge about the fluctuation classification of different sites. The calculations presented identify reserve levels based on the duration curve of hours categorised using historical yearly information to identify the category of each site each hour. Since, the reserve level would have to be predicted using only past information and current weather forecasts, based on understanding historical duration curve of hours that were categorised. The higher the accuracy of forecasting, the greater the distinction between the categories and the more to be gained by dynamically scheduling reserves.
In further sections of this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of forecasting categories at a single site. The gains that are apparently possible at a regional scale make further investigation of forecasting attractive. The specific reductions in reserves available for the two cases should not be compared, as the appropriate way to implement a dynamic reserve philsophy is different (i.e. using three classes against using fraction of partly cloudy sites).
Forecasting methodology and results
For power system operation purposes it is necessary to know the irradiance class of a given hour at least one hour in advance to coincide with the clearing of regulation and reserve markets. The class is a nominal categorical variable; it takes on three discrete values and there is no meaningful order to these values. The forecasting of this type of variable therefore requires the use of forecasting methods different from those used to quantitatively forecast solar irradiance which is a continuous variable. Inputs that may be relevant to forecasting the classification include the current and past values of the irradiance class and weather forecast information.
In the following development, we consider four models that show promise for forecasting a variable like the irradiance class. The first two are simple models based on the probabilities of the class changing between the three discrete values. These models predict the class in the next hour only based on the current class. The issue of predicting the class based on several of its previous values could be more deeply examined. However, the irradiance class can be expected to have a strong relation to weather conditions, for which detailed forecasts are available. Therefore the other two models evaluated include one or more weather variable forecasts.
Some of these models require training before use. Training is done using the 10 s data from the year 2008, which consisted of 3000 valid daylight hours. Data from the year 2009 were used for evaluation of forecast accuracy.
Class-based models: Markov and persistence
Although the phenomena described by the irradiance class are complex rather than random, it can still be helpful to view the time series of the hourly irradiance class as a random variable X t that takes on three states, S 1 , S 2 and S 3 . The table in Fig. 5a indicates the total probability of being in each state based on historial data obtained from the TU Delft array. Fig. 5 depicts 
For example, if S 1 is the overcast irradiance class and S 2 is the partly cloudy irradiance class, then T 1,2 is the probability that an overcast hour follows a partly cloudy hour. The matrix T can be derived from historical data and its values (shown in table of Fig. 5a ) enable some observations about possible models. First, the probabilities of moving between the states differ significantly from what might be expected from the total probabilities. For example, whereas Table 5 indicates there is a roughly 1/3 chance of being in the partly cloudy state S 2 in general, all of the probabilities associated with staying in or transitioning to S 2 shown in the middle row of Table 4 are different from 1/3. Thus taking account of these conditional probabilities may be important. Further, for each state, the probability of staying in that state (the diagonal of Table 4 ) is signifcantly more than the total probabilitity of being in that state (i.e. p(X t = S i |X t−1 = S i ) > p (X t = S i )). Thus, past values will matter to the prediction of the irradiance class time series.
Two simple models can be used to take advantage of these properties. A persistence model of the irradiance class makes the simplest assumption possible about how past values of the irradiance class affect present values. The class of the next hour is simply forecast as being equal to the class of the current hour. Access to the photovoltaic array measurements from the previous hour and knowledge of the irradiance class scheme are sufficient to determine this forecast. The persistence model does not require statistical information about past values.
Slightly more sophisticated than persistence, Markov chains are based on the assumption that a state transition has a probability that depends only on the current state and not on past values [20] . Future states are predicted based on the probabilities associated with transitioning from one state to the other that were observed in the past. The state diagram depicted in Fig. 5b completely specifies the Markov chain. The forecasted class of the next hour is determined using a random number generator based on the transition probabilities estimated from past data and the class experienced in the current hour.
A random selection from the three states defines the minimum possible accuracy of forecasts. If the irradiance class time series were truly random, it would not be possible to improve upon the forecast accuracy of such a selection. Table 6 compares the requirements and forecasting accuracy of the class-only models. Both persistence and Markov models forecast with an accuracy significantly better than random for the next hour, but do little better than a random guess after 4 h. Therefore the irradiance class series is not purely random. The fact that persistence performs better than the Markov chain may indicate that an irradiance class often lasts longer than an hour. Thus for an hourly irradiance class method, accounting for past values could yield more accurate predictions.
Forecast-based models: neural net and hidden Markov
The forecasting of class would most likely be closely related to the forecasting of the weather. Therefore it makes sense to consider models that incorporate those weather variables which are already forecasted and available. For the Netherlands many weather variables are forecasted by the KNMI (Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute). In this section, two methods for forecasting the irradiance class time from weather information are considered. Both methods involve a trained weighting and summation of forecasting inputs. The first method, a neural network, is used to determine which weather variables contribute the most to the accuracy of a forecast and is used to assess the value of incorporating a large number of inputs. The second method, a hidden Markov model, is used to evaluate the use of a single weather input.
The neural net is a highly adaptive model which can be trained to predict time series or nominal categorical variables [21] . The neural net consists of interconnected 'neurons'. For the forecasting of the irradiance class a three-layer feed-forward network, with sigmoid hidden and output neurons is chosen. The inputs of the neural net are passed on to the hidden layer together with a bias where each neuron computes a weighted average of the inputs plus this bias. The weighted averages of the hidden layer are inserted in the activation function. To set the weighted averages of each neuron and the biases, a scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation algorithm is used [21] , as imlplemented in the Matlab neural net toolbox. The neural net is modelled by using the pattern recognition network from the Matlab neural net toolbox, with an input layer consisting of seven neurons, an output layer which consists of three neurons and one hidden layer consisting of six neurons. Weather forecasts and the current value of the irradiance class time series are used as inputs, whereas the next value of the irradiance class time series is used as the desired output for training the neural net.
For the neural net model a large number of variables can be used; however, this makes the model more complicated and increases computation time. Not all the weather variables are therefore used as input for these two models. To be able to assess which variables are the most important, a sensitivity analysis has been performed. The sensitivity analysis is performed by using the neural net and omitting a single variable from the inputs. The difference in percentage between the forecast with all the variables and with a single variable less are calculated. The variables with the largest difference in forecast accuracy between the cases when they are omitted and included are seen as the most important variables for the prediction of the irradiance class. An overview of the sensitivity analyses is shown in Table 7 .
The top six weather variables which are selected for inputs to the neural net are radiation, wind direction, cloud cover, precipitation, temperature and wind speed. Two neural net configurations will be considered, one where the current irradiance class is also included and one where it is not.
The top six weather variables were considered one by one for use as states in a hidden Markov model. The hidden Markov model is characterised by a set of states, a set of outputs, a transition probability matrix and an output probability matrix [22] . The transition probability matrix is the chance of switching between states and the output probability matrix is the chance of emitting an output from a state. A single weather forecast variable can be used to define model states; discrete variables can be taken directly as states, whereas equally-spaced ranges can be defined for continuous variables. The three states of the irradiance class are taken as outputs. The training dataset is used to determine appropriate weights mapping the states to the outputs. Forecasting results for each of the top six weather variables were extremely similar in their 1, 4 and 24 h forecast accuracies. The cloud cover variable produced the highest accuracy forecasts of the irradiance class and also has the advantage of already having discrete states and of having a logical relationship to the cloud conditions that produce fluctuations. Table 8 shows forecasting results for models that incorporate weather forecast information. The complexity and data requirements of these are evident in the number of states and parameters. However, they also have a higher average forecast accuracy than the methods in Table 6 that used current class information alone. Two key observations can be made. Incorporating the current irradiance class improves the forecast in a way that adding additional weather variables cannot (1 h ahead results, comparing rows 1 and 2 against row 3) -but this advantage fades for longer periods (rows 2 and 3, 4 h ahead results). Adding additional weather variables is important for longer term forecasts (row 1 against row 3).
Summary of forecast results
From Tables 6 and 8 it can be seen that the neural net incorporating both weather forecast and current class information is the best in predicting the future class. The very simple persistence model is almost the worst, but it also employs the least information. The average forecast accuracy for the persistance, neural net and hidden Markov model, is plotted against forecast horizon in Fig. 6 . The baseline accuracy of 33% from simply choosing the class at random is also given in the figure. From this it becomes apparent that, no method can accurately predict a partly cloudy class a day ahead. However, these models can be judged to provide increasing predictive power in line with their complexity. The simple Markov chain was discarded when judged against this criteria, since it required more parameters than the persistence method without significantly improving forecast accuracy.
For prediction of the next hour's class, the persistence model is only 15% worse than the most advanced neural net. The persistence model could thus be simply implemented without the need for any other data sources than the photovoltaic array itself. Therefore the persistence is an interesting option. However, when the forecast horizon is extended, the percentage correct predictions begins to decrease rapidly, whereas for the neural net the percentage decreases far more gradually (see Fig. 6 ). Also, a comparison of Tables 6 and 8 reveals that by using central forecast information, after its training the neural net can provide irradiance class forecasting as good as the persistence method without local measurements. Therefore these two models structures are most interesting and merit further investigation. In particular, it is important to consider not just average forecast accuracy, but accuracy broken down by class.
To gain more insight into the forecasting accuracy, the confusion matrix is generated. A confusion matrix is a conditional probability table that indicates the probability of an actual class occurring, given a predicted class. Confusion matrices for the persistence forecasts and for the neural net are given in Tables 9 and 10 .
From these confusion matrices a number of interesting points can be observed. For both methods the prediction of the partly clouded class seems to be the hardest and the overcast hours are easiest. It can also be seen that the neural net uniformly improves the forecast because the percentage of wrong forecasts is reduced for each possibility. The reduction in confusion is 48% for the sunny hours, 48% for overcast hours and 36% improvement for partly cloudy hours.
The partly cloudy conditions produce the largest need for reserves. Allocating reserves efficiently will therefore be affected most by a method's ability to accurately distinguish partly cloudy conditions from the other two categories. To the extent the method fails, the 99th percentile of sunny and overcast fluctuation distributions may rise, because of the inclusion of erroneously categorised partly cloudy hours. There will thus be less difference in fluctuations between the categories and therefore less advantage will be conferred by using these forecasted categories to dynamically allocate reserve. Fig. 7 shows the forecasting accuracy of the neural net and persistence methods for only the partly cloudy category. The accuracies of the two methods are closer together and poorer in general than the average accuracy over all classes, as shown in Fig. 6 . The accuracy of a neural net using only weather forecast information is also shown.
Effects on dynamic reserve allocation at a single site
Whether on a regional scale or at a single site, dynamic reserve allocation by irradiance class makes a reduction in average reserves possible. Reserve levels are based on the 99th percentile of the set of hours comprising the current class of weather. Achieving the reduction requires two things: knowing the future class and knowing the distribution of fluctuations for that class.
In a practical implementation of dynamic reserve allocation, current weather and/or site information is used to determine the future class. After sufficient running time, a collection of hours can be obtained for each forecasted class. The distribution of fluctuations in this collection yields a reserve level necessary to achieve a desired risk level. Assuming the aspects of the irradiance class are stationary and adequately expressed in both the training and the running data, the desired level of risk can be achieved in practice by setting reserves based on the forecasted class. For a single site, the three different levels of dynamic reserve are defined for each class, instead of being based on the fraction of cloudy sites as in the example of Fig. 3b , where a multi-site set-up with perfect forecast was illustrated.
The reduction of reserves is lessened when the forecast is inaccurate. However, the distribution of forecasted classes with normally low fluctuations may contain erroneously classified hours with high fluctuations, the difference between these two types of classes will be smaller. To illustrate the effect and compare, a base case of calculating reserves based on the whole year (no dynamic reserve) is calculated. If the irradiance class data is available, then the reserves can be set based on the 99th percentile of each class's subset of hours. The reserve allocation based on the forecasted class demonstrates the practically achievable gains, whereas the reserve allocation based on the actual irradiance class (equivalent to a perfect forecast) demonstrates the upper limit on the effectiveness of applying dynamic reserves.
For the case of fixed reserves, reserves are calculated from the duration curve of all daylight hours of the year. For the perfect forecasted case the duration curves for the three classes for hours determined by the actual irradiance class method are used. For the two prediction methods of neural nets and persistence, a duration curve needs to be computed for each possibility of forecasted and real class. These duration curves can then be used in combination with the forecast error to calculate the reserves required.
The duration curves for the two prediction methods and for the perfectly forecasted case are shown in Fig. 8 . The level of fluctuation is higher than in Figs. 3a and 4 , because of the lack of smoothing from multiple sites. From Fig. 8a , it can be seen that the collection of hours actually classified as partly cloudy has a distribution of fluctuations that is slightly more severe than the collection of hours identified by the two chosen forecasting methods. The consequence of forecasting error is more easily seen in the distribution of overcast and sunny hours. The hours identified by forecast methods as belonging to these two categories have distributions that include larger fluctuations. This is likely because the collections include many hours that are probably actually partly cloudy. Future reserve levels would be generated based on the characteristics of the forecasted collections shown in Fig. 8 , which are but an estimate of the real characteristics. Table 11 shows how an allocation of reserves based on the properties of forecastable classes that can achieve a reduction in average reserves used. Most of the reduction potential of dynamic scheduling is achieved when using either of the forecasting methods. Hour ahead adjustments have been assumed and on this time frame the neural net forecast is not significantly superior to the persistence forecast. If the forecast accuracy for partly cloudy conditions can be taken as a proxy for reserve savings, then the results of Fig. 7 suggest two interesting conclusions. First, for hour ahead adjustments, either persistence forecasts based on local array measurements or neural net forecasts based on centralised weather forecasts based on local array measurements or neural net forecasts based on centralised weather forecasts could be used to achieve an 8% reduction in reserves. Second, if adjustments must be made further than one hour in advance, then neural net forecasts based on centralised weather forecasts could still be an option to achieve similar reductions.
Conclusions
From previous work by Nijhuis et al., it was known that the reserves required to counteract power fluctuations from photovoltaic arrays are not the same from hour to hour, on both a local and regional aggregated scale. A classification of each hour into one of three irradiance classes based on fluctuations had been found to clarify this effect. The three irradiance classes were proposed as useful for implementing a dynamic reserve methodology, either by direct sorting into three levels at a single site or by allowing a determination of partly cloudy fraction over a region. This paper examined the prospect of forecasting the fluctuation classes in advance based on array and weather forecast information. Combined with knowledge of the size of fluctuations that characterise hours belonging to each forecasted class, the potential to reduce the average amount of reserves through dynamic reserve allocation throughout the year was evaluated. At a single site, the results indicated that dynamic allocation based on forecasts could achieve most of possible reduction available from using three reserve levels, which was 10% or 0.06 pu For aggregated fluctuations on a regional scale, the potential reduction might be as much as 50%. The two potential reductions cannot be directly compared because the regional and single site require different methods of implementing dynamic reserves. This paper could not provide proof of the benefit of forecasting for the regional aggregated case, as data were not available to do so. The paper did demonstrate that at both the single site and the regional level, successful dynamic allocation depends on distinguishing partly cloudy conditions from other conditions. It was found that the hourly classes can be predicted best by using a neural net, but the use of a persistence model also shows promise as it is a simple method with reasonable forecast accuracy. Average forecast accuracies of 65-80% were achievable for 1 and 4 h horizons, compared to the baseline accuracy of 26-41% achievable based on total probabilities for each class shown in Fig. 5a . Information about the present hourly class was found to be as important as weather forecast information for hour ahead forecasts and combining these two sources of information improved forecasts. Present class information lost relevance for longer time frames and use of multiple weather variables improved forecasts on a 4 h horizon.
The persistence with its simplicity could therefore be seen as the most suitable model to use for the forecasting of the irradiance class. However, when the forecasting horizon is expanded the accuracy drops quickly and the persistence model can no longer be improved whereas the neural net could still be improved by for instance using more accurate weather forecast. The forecasting performance for partly cloudy conditions suggests that the reserve reductions of persistence on the 1 h horizon could still be available on the 4 h horizon if a neural net based on weather forecast variables is applied. Since the neural net has capacity for improvement, if longer time horizons are required it can be seen as the best option for forecasting.
Future work
The possible reserve reductions observed through this work justify further investigation of forecasting methods. A valuable next step would be to obtain weather information for all eight sites in the Netherlands and apply the forecasting methods to examine whether the fraction of partly cloudy sites on a regional scale, which was shown to be a meaningful proxy for additional reserve requirements, can be be accurately predicted. As data becomes available from jurisdictions with large amounts of solar power, it would be worth isolating periods of high photovoltaic production, determining an accompanying series of hourly irradiance class and testing whether activation of reserves is indeed higher during partly cloudy conditions.
